PLANTING COUNCIL

Without Wilt-Pruf

When plants lose too much moisture during a move, the result can be wilting, shock — even death.

Wilt-Pruf® helps prevent transplant shock by providing a protective coating that holds in essential moisture.

With Wilt-Pruf, you'll have less transplant failures and, as a bonus, more satisfied customers. Another plus, it's gradable and organic. Wilt-Pruf is the ideal way to give your shrubs the edge when transplanting. Don't make a move without it.

P.O. Box 4280, Greenwich, CT 06830-0280. 203/531-4740
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THE MULCHING SOLUTION

The Goossen Bale Chopper

In the field since 1982, the Goossen Bale Chopper is a proven machine which lets one or two operators lay down an even layer of mulch on newly seeded lawns. It chops and spreads virtually any material that can be used for mulching (or for composting). And the lawns can be of any size — the Bale Chopper is compact and easy to maneuver in even the smallest residential applications. That makes it a very efficient and practical machine for landscaping.

The Landscapers' answer to the problem of clumps and gaps in mulching coverage, the Bale Chopper gives you even-blanket coverage for better germination, with better moisture retention. And you get this excellent coverage at a substantial savings in labor, because you eliminate the need to tear and spread bales by hand.

The Bale Chopper is available complete with interchangeable hose and directional spout, in both self-powered (gas engine) units and tractor-hitch PTO models.

Call right now and let us show you how the Goossen Bale Chopper can save you time and money!

Toll Free 800-228-6542
In Nebraska, (402) 228-4226

Goossen INDUSTRIES
927 West Court St. • P.O. Box 705 • Beatrice, Nebraska 68310

EVENTS

MARCH


International Atlantic City Flower Show, March 22-30, Atlantic City, NJ. Contact International Atlantic City Flower Show, 132 Avon Place, Amityville, NY 11701. (516) 598-3355.

To insure that your event is included, please forward it, 90 days in advance, to: WEEDS TREES & TURF Events, 7500 Old Oak Boulevard, Cleveland, OH 44130.